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Abstract

I study the e¤ects of basic and applied innovation on a �rm�s market value and total

factor productivity for a panel of U.S. manufacturing �rms. Basicness of innovation is

measured by the index of generality proposed by Trajtenberg, Henderson and Ja¤e (1997),

and basic and applied innovation stocks are proxied by the stocks of patents that score at

the relevant tails of the generality distribution. I �nd that the market valuation and pro-

ductivity e¤ects of basic and applied innovation are drastically di¤erent. Market value is

positively associated with a �rm�s applied innovation stock, but it exhibits no association

with its basic innovation stock. On the other hand, patents at the higher (resp. lower)

quartiles of the generality distribution are positively (resp. negatively) associated with

total factor productivity and productivity growth. Therefore, complementing previous

studies on basic research, I �nd that the basicness of innovation is associated with a

productivity premium.

Keywords: Basic innovation, Applied innovation, Patents, Citations, Generality, Market

value, Tobin�s q, Productivity.

JEL Codes: O31, O33, L60.
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1 Introduction

This paper examines the relationship between a �rm�s "basic" and "applied" innovation stocks

and measures of �rm performance. For this purpose, I construct the basic (resp. applied)

innovation stock of a given �rm as the stock its patents that have a generality (Trajtenberg,

1997) score above (resp. below) a given threshold. Then, I analyze which tail of the generality

distribution of patents with respect to basicness is associated with di¤erent measures of �rm

performance. Speci�cally, I study the relationship between stocks of patents at the tails of

the generality distribution and (1) the market value of the �rm, and (2) the �rm�s total factor

productivity. These performance measures are not substitutes with one another: the former

quanti�es the success of the �rm in �nancial markets (i.e., how the �rm is valued by investors),

while the second is a measure of its productive e¢ ciency. It is then interesting to see whether

di¤erent portions of a �rm�s patent portfolio are associated more or less strongly with these

two performance measures, as it allows one to see whether some patents are highly valued by

investors while others contributing more to productivity. The paper exploits the variation in

a �rm�s patent stock by studying a form of patent heterogeneity that is often overlooked in

studies that examine the valuation and performance e¤ects of innovation: heterogeneity of

patents with respect to their closeness to basic science.

Trajtenberg et al (1997) postulate that more "basic" innovations are more likely to be

cited by a more diverse range of technology �elds than innovations with immediate applied

content. Based on this premise, they claim to measure the basicness of a patented innovation

by its "generality" index, which measures the diversity of its citing patents (its antecedents)

across narrow technology �elds. They demonstrate that university-owned patents have higher

generality scores than corporate patents, providing external validity for their index. If gener-

ality is a valid (albeit noisy) measure of basicness, one expects that the generality distribution

of a �rm�s patent stock should be re�ected in observable economic outcomes in predictable

ways. It could be expected applied patents to be associated strongly with the �rm�s mar-

ket value, while basic patents are expected to be associated strongly with productivity. I

�nd evidence for this claim by estimating hedonic Tobin�s q equations on the one hand,

and productivity equations on the other, by treating a �rm�s basic and applied innovation

stocks as separate inputs for creating market value and productivity. My results support
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the hypothesis that di¤erent tails of the generality distribution are associated with di¤erent

performance measures in predicted ways. I show that the market places a premium on the

�rm�s applied innovation stock, but it does not value the the �rm�s basic innovation stock.

On the other hand, larger basic innovation stocks are strongly associated with higher total

factor productivity (henceforth TFP) and TFP growth, while not contributing to the �rm�s

market value.

It should be noted that by examining a measure of the basicness of patents, I restrict

attention to the basicness of innovations, rather than dealing the basicness of research. In

other words, I deal with research outcomes that fall in the patentable range of �ndings, and

exploit the variation therein. It is expected that basicness of innovation is closely related to

the basicness of research, but to what extent the former is a product of the latter isn�t entirely

clear. For completeness, note that basicness indicates closeness of the underlying contribution

to basic science with no short-term immediate commercial applicability. Research inputs are

called basic if they deal with general scienti�c problems rather than speci�c technological

questions, and if they deal with issues that lack immediate practical applications. Innovations,

on the other hand, can be called basic if they lay down the fundamentals for subsequent

innovations, and they make a major impact for innovations far into the future (Trajtenberg

et al, 1997; Kuznets, 1962; Rosenberg, 1982).

The methodology of the current work can be summarized as follows. Given the overall

distribution of generality in the patent population, I construct a �rm�s basic innovation stock

as the depreciated stock of its patents that have a generality score above a certain threshold.

Similarly, the �rm�s applied innovation stock is constructed as the depreciated stock of its

patents below a given threshold. Initially, the thresholds are chosen such that the basic (resp.

applied) innovations are those that belong in the highest (resp. lowest) quirtile of the sample

distribution of generality. To mitigate potential problems with the arbitrariness of the chosen

thresholds, I also construct basic and applied innovation stocks by dividing the �rm�s patent

portfolio with respect to the upper and lower thirds of the generality distribution. The two

sets of analyses provide similar results.
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2 Related Literature

The current study draws mostly from the intellectual background laid down by Trajtenberg

et al (1997) by attempting a direct application of their measure of basicness. This measure

(generality) will be introduced in Section 3. There are also a small number of studies that

used their generality measure in empirical studies of innovation (see, for instance, Henderson,

et al, 1998; Bessen, 2006; Mowery and Ziedonis, 2000; among others).

This article is the �rst study that attempts a decomposition of patent stocks with respect

to basicness and examines the e¤ect of each component on �rm performance. The methodol-

ogy is thus novel, and the paper has no direct precedents. On the other hand, there is a small

literature on the performance e¤ects of basic research that is of interest for the current work.

This literature uses scarce or specialized data on R&D expenditures that are disaggregated

into its various components. Mans�eld (1980) �nds a large e¤ect of basic research on total

factor productivity growth for a sample of 20 industries at the 2-digit level, as well as for

�rm level data on ten major petroleum and six major chemical �rms. Link (1981) provides

similar �ndings for a larger dataset, and also �nds that applied research and development

expenditures are not signi�cant in explaining productivity once basic research expenditures

are controlled for. Link (1982) reports �ndings that basic research expenditures have a much

more pronounced e¤ect on total factor productivity compared to that of applied R&D (see

footnote 10 in the article). Griliches (1986) �nds a large productivity and pro�tability pre-

mium to basic research in U.S. manufacturing �rms using more comprehensive data. Both

Mans�eld (1980) and Griliches (1986) caution that there is reverse causality from produc-

tivity to basic research expenditures, which may be largely responsible for the estimated

premia1. Lichtenberg and Siegel (1991) �nd a large e¤ect of basic research on productivity

growth that is lower than found in previous studies. The only �nding with a negative impact

of basic research on productivity is due to Hall and Mairesse (1995), who �nd that among

French manufacturing �rms, those that invest more than 2% (resp. 8%) of their overall R&D

1 It can be argued that the current study su¤ers from a similar drawback, but to a smaller extent. This

is because the nature of research outcomes (innovations) cannot be manipulated by the �rm with the same

e¤ectiveness as research inputs. Thus, reverse causality is expected to be less pronounced in the current

formulation.
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expenditires to basic research have about 5% (resp. 9%) lower productivity growth. In more

recent work, Czarnitzki and Thorwarth (2012) use Flemish survey data and �nd a large pro-

ductivity e¤ect of basic research on productivity for high-tech �rms. Therefore, an important

conclusion of this literature is that basic research is more important than applied research

for explaining productivity di¤erences across economic units, even though this e¤ect is not

entirely causal. While the current paper does not directly contribute to this literature, it

certainly complements it. The results of the current paper that basic innovation is associ-

ated with a productivity premium (with either a negative e¤ect on market value or none at

all) on the one hand, and that applied innovation is strongly associated with market value

(with negative e¤ect on productivity or none at all) on the other, closely mirrors results from

previous studies on basic and applied research at the �rm level.

The study also contributes to the larger literature on the returns to R&D and patenting,

and the productivity e¤ects of innovation at large2. This literature is interested in establishing

the value of an additional R&D dollar or an additional patented innovation. However, patents

are usually treated as homogenous units, and the issue of the patent heterogeneity is often

overlooked. This paper attempts to account for a speci�c and important dimension of the

heterogeneity of the patent population, i.e., closeness to the realm of basic science. It is shown

that the exercise has empirical justi�cation, in that di¤erent components of the patent stock

have di¤erent impacts on corporate performance. These e¤ects are in opposite directions and

are lost when one estimates the e¤ect of �rms�total patent stocks on performance measures.

Therefore, the paper emphasizes the importance of paying attention to the heterogeneity in

patents, and di¤erent components of a �rm�s aggregate patent stock.

3 Generality

I exploit the rich web of information available on the �ow of a �rm�s patented innovations

and citations made to and by these patents. Using citations made to and by these patents,

Trajtenberg et al (1997) construct measures of a patent�s basicness. The measure of basicness

used in the current study is the generality index constructed for a patent. This measure

2 Important contributions include Crépon et al (1998), Hall and Mairesse (1995), Griliches (1981, 1986)

among many others. See Hall et al (2009) for a survey.
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is based on citations made to the original patent and their decomposition into di¤erent

technological classes. Suppose that patent i receives a total of Ni citations, Nik of which

come from patents in technological class k 2
�
1; : : : ; k

	
. The proposed index of generality is

based on the Her�ndahl index of the shares of patent i�s citations from di¤erent technological

classes:

Gi = 1�
kX
k=1

�
Nik
Ni

�2
(1)

Notice that Gi will be low if i�s citations come from a small number of technological classes,

and it will be equal to zero if all citations come from a single technology classi�cation. The

index will be larger, the larger the spread of citations across di¤erent technological �elds. The

idea is that patent i is more general, hence more basic, if it spawns antecedents in a larger

number of di¤erent technological �elds. Trajtenberg et al (1997) motivate this measure by

studying a matched sample of university and corporate patents, showing that the generality

measures di¤er for the two groups, and successfully distinguishes them. Since university

patents are expected to be closer to basic science than corporate patents, they conclude that

their measures must be capturing aspects that are related to the basicness of the underlying

innovation. For a more detailed discussion, tests of the basicness measures, and examples,

see Trajtenberg et al (1997).

4 Classi�cation of Patents

4.1 Constructing Basic and Applied Innovation Stocks

I construct a �rm�s basic and applied innovation stocks at a given year as follows. For two

thresholds a and b such that 0 < a � b < 1; let
�
pbit
	Ti
t=0

denote the sequence of the number

of it (�rm i, year t) patents that have a generality score above b; and fpaitg
Ti
t=0 the sequence

of the number of it patents that have a generality score below a (b is chosen as shorthand for

basic, and a as shorthand for applied). Also let P bit be the depreciated stock of
�
pbit
	Ti
t=0
, P ait

the depreciated stock of fpaitg
Ti
t=0, and P

ab
it the depreciated stock of remaining patents. That

is,

P bit =

Ti�1X
�=0

(1� d)� pbit�� + (1� d)
Ti P bi0; and P ait =

Ti�1X
�=0

(1� d)� pait�� + (1� d)
Ti P ai0
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where Ti is the number of years �rm i is observed in the panel, and d is the deprecia-

tion rate for patent stocks. Following convention, a depreciation rate of 15% is assumed3.

The (unobserved) initial values P bi0 and P
a
i0 are approximated by extrapolating the rele-

vant series to minus in�nity using the aggregate growth rate of respective sequences, i.e.,

P li0 = P li1=
�
d+ gl

�
; l 2 fa; bg where gl represents the aggregate growth rate of plit in the

sample.

The classi�cation into basic and applied categories is made only for patents that have

at least three overall citations. This is primarily to exclude patents that are likely to have

low or no value for the �rm, but also to reduce the bias in the calculation of the generality

index. Since the index uses the spread of a patent�s forward citations across technology �elds,

generality cannot be reliably inferred for a patent that receives very few forward citations.

A correction method for the bias in the index has been proposed (Hall et al, 2001), but this

is unlikely to resolve the issue as long as the distribution of potential citing patents among

technology classes remains unobserved. Hence, for the purposes of the current study, the best

empirical practice is to exclude these patents from classi�cation. However, while these patents

are not classi�ed as either basic or applied, they are not excluded from the dataset, and an

additional stock variable is calculated for these low-cite patents. This variable is included

in most regressions, except where its inclusion would create additional problems (see Section

6.2). Finally, I use Pit to represent the �rm�s total patent stock, i.e., Pit = P ait+P
ab
it +P

b
it+P

l
it;

where the last term represents the low-cite patent stock of the �rm.

4.2 Discussion on Classi�cation and Methodology

A simpler alternative to constructing patent stocks at the tails of the generality index would

be to look at the averages of the index at the �rm level. This method is problematic due to

the diversity of �rms�patent portfolios with respect to these measures. The spread of these

measures in the �rm�s patent portfolio increases with the size of the portfolio itself (and

hence with other variables that are positively correlated with portfolio size), and an attempt

3Leaving the accuracy of this depreciation rate aside, it is also plausible that patents at di¤erent tails of

the generality distribution depreciate at di¤erent rates. It is reasonable to expect basic patents to depreciate

at slower rates than applied patents. While potentially important, resolving this issue is outside the scope of

the current paper.
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to deem �rms�overall research activities as more or less "basic" or "applied" based on the

average patent is misleading. A �rm with large stocks of patents at both ends of the spectrum

would then have an average generality score similar to a �rm that obtains patents mostly

at the intermediate range. Hence, average generality at the �rm level doesn�t prove to be

informative. Also, the current formulation o¤ers the possibility to establish marginal e¤ects

that are more interesting than standard comparative statics. For instance, one can study

the e¤ect of transferring a patent from one tail of the generality distribution to the other,

which more informative than looking at the e¤ect of an increase in the average generality of

a cohort of patents.

A potential criticism of the current methodology is that the choice of thresholds (a and

b) are arbitrary. But then, this is a problem with the very nature and de�nition of basic

innovation and basic research. After all, there is no exact dividing line between basic scien-

ti�c research and applied research, as the domain of scienti�c activity is continuous in these

attributes (Nelson, 1959). Hence, the classi�cation of innovations and R&D dollars into the

basic/applied dichotomy is inherently arbitrary. An unexpected advantage of my method-

ology is that even though the cuto¤s are arbitrary, they are uniform across all economic

units once they are chosen. This is a property that company-reported expenditures on basic

research cannot be expected to have, since di¤erent �rms (or economic units in general) may

have di¤erent standards for making this classi�cation.

One should also be mindful of the possibility that basicness is simply a proxy for a

more fundamental attribute of the patent in question, and that of the patent cohort of the

�rm. This possibility is especially important because "basicness" is akin to scienti�c or

technological "importance". Therefore, a particularly important possibility is that generality

is simply a proxy for the number of citations received by the patent, which is indicative of

its value. I deal with this problem by including the �rm�s citation stocks as a control in

regression speci�cations whenever their inclusion is feasible. Also note that patents with few

citations (less than three) are not classi�ed as applied or basic, and a stock of these low-cite

patents is used as a control variable in most regressions. Finally, my results suggest that

basic and applied patent stocks behave quite di¤erently than citation stocks at the �rm level

(as opposed to overall patent stocks, which behave similarly to citation stocks), hence the
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possibility that basicness is just a proxy for value is not likely.

4.3 Thresholds

I use a di¤erent pair of thresholds for each of the six aggregate technological categories

(Chemicals, Computers and Communication, Drugs and Medical, Electric and Electronics,

Mechanical, and Others). This choice indicates that each patent is categorized using the

distribution of generality in the aggregate technological category in which it belongs, and it

is compared only to others in the same aggregate technological classi�cation. Another option

would be to classify each patent according to the percentiles of generality in each category-

year pair. This isn�t expected to produce di¤erent results since the generality distribution

in a given technological category is fairly stable over time. Alternatively, one could consider

calculating these threshold percentiles for �ner technology classi�cations, such as USPTO

technology classes (with three-digit codes). In this case, however, the variation of generality

across these classes would vanish, as each patent would be deemed applied or basic compared

to its peers in the same narrowly de�ned technology class. It seems reasonable to deem one

narrow class as more or less "basic" than another, as di¤erent technological �elds rely on basic

science in varying degrees. The current method is preferred in order to keep this variation in

the nature of technologies. On the other hand, one could easily provide an objection against

classifying each patent using the generality distribution in the entire patent population, i.e.,

using the same set of thresholds for all patents. The preferred methodology of the paper is

a compromise between these two extremes. Also note that the threshold percentiles for each

distribution are calculated using the entire set of USPTO patents (not just those matched

to corporations), with the exception of patents that have less than three citations, as these

patents are not classi�ed as either basic or applied (see Introduction).

For each of the six aggregate technology categories and the observed distribution of gen-

erality, I use two sets of values for the thresholds: First, they are chosen so that a patent

is deemed as basic (resp. applied) if its generality score lies in the lowest (resp. highest)

quartile of the generality distribution in its aggregate technological category. That is, I set

a (�) = F�1G� (0:25) and b = F
�1
G�
(0:75), where FG� is the cumulative distribution of generality

in category � 2 f1; : : : ; 6g : Basic innovations
�
P bit
�
, then, are those who have generality scores
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at the highest quirtile of the respective generality distribution, while patents at the lowest

quirtile of the distribution in their aggregate categories are deemed as applied innovations

(P ait). Remaining patents
�
P abit

�
are those at the interquirtile range. As a robustness check,

I also construct basic and innovation stocks by decomposing the overall distribution of gen-

erality into its thirds, i.e., I choose a (�) = F�1G� (1=3) and b = F�1G� (2=3) : Main results are

insensitive to the choice of these thresholds4.

5 Econometric Speci�cation

5.1 Market Value

I begin with the standard market value equation, which expresses �rm i�s stock market value

at the end of year t as Vit = qit (Ait + Kit)
�, where Ait represents ordinary physical assets,

Kit denotes intangible knowledge capital,  is the shadow value of knowledge capital with

respect to physical assets, and qit is a constant that is parametrized with �rm and year

e¤ects, and other variables. Some algebraic manipulation, imposing constant returns to scale

(� = 1) ; and using the linear approximation log (1 + x) � x yields the equation

log

�
Vit
Ait

�
= eqit + Kit

Ait

where Vit=Ait � Qit is known as Tobin�s q; the market value of the �rm with respect to

its replacement value. Knowledge capital (Kit) is usually proxied with stocks of R&D ex-

penditures, patents, and/or citation-weighted patents of the �rm. This equation has been

extensively studied to estimate the market�s valuation of R&D and patent stocks (Griliches,

1981; Cockburn and Griliches, 1987; Hall and Vopel, 1997; Blundell et al, 1999; Hall, 2000;

Bloom and Van Reenen, 2002; Hall et al, 2005; Hall and Oriani, 2006) and the measurement

of spillover e¤ects (Ja¤e, 1986; Bloom et al, 2008).

Using R&D and various patent stocks as proxies for intangible knowledge stocks and

4An additionally interesting approach would be to look at the e¤ects of interest for many possible com-

binations of a and b; for 0 < a < b < 1. This would help one observe the valuation of di¤erent components

of the �rm�s patent portfolio in richer detail. This approach becomes very tedious especially when a large

number of speci�cations are used, as is the case in this paper. Also, it isn�t clear whether �rm-level data can

allow such rich and detailed inference. Such extensions are currently set aside for future work.
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following Hall et al (2005), the market value equation to be estimated becomes

logQit = B � eP bit + AB � eP bait + A � eP ait (2)

+R � eRit + C � eCit
+�t + �i + vit

where eP jit = P jit=Ait for j 2 fa; ab; bg, eRit = Rit=Ait; R&D stock of the �rm divided by physical
assets, eCit = Cit=Pit; citation stock divided by patent stock, and �t, �i and vit represent year
e¤ects, permanent �rm e¤ects, and the usual error term, respectively. Each stock variable

in equation (2) is calculated as a perpetual inventory with 15% annual depreciation. The

term eP bait is included in order to achieve a complete decomposition of the �rm�s patent stock,
even though interest is centered on eP bit and eP ait: Nevertheless, it is instructive to estimate
the equation with patents at the interquirtile range of the generality distribution omitted.

As will be discussed in the next section, this is also necessary in order to avoid potential

multicollinearity. I estimate the coe¢ cients in equation (2) using OLS and standard panel

data methods.

5.2 Total Factor Productivity

In order to obtain an estimate for total factor productivity (TFP) and study its determinants,

I begin with the standard Cobb-Douglas production function in logs,

yit = �0 + �k � ait + �l � lit

where yit is the logarithm of �rm i�s output level (measured by total sales) at year t, ait denotes

the logarithm of physical capital, and lit denotes the logarithm of labor inputs (employment).

Adding the usual two-way error component speci�cation, we have

yit = �0 + �k � ait + �l � lit + �t + �i + uit (3)

where �t, �i and uit are year e¤ects, permanent �rm e¤ects and the usual error term, respec-

tively.

Consistent estimation of the parameters in equation (3) is not straightforward since pro-

ductivity shocks in the current period (which are part of uit) are at least partially observed
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by the �rm prior to making its input decisions. Hence, all variable inputs in the production

function are endogenous, and usual OLS or panel data techniques will yield biased and in-

consistent estimates. Additionally, standard estimates of the production function su¤er from

selection bias since productivity shocks observed by the �rm are correlated with subsequent

exit decisions. Since labor inputs can be adjusted in the short-run, endogeneity will result

in a positive bias in the coe¢ cient of labor. Selection bias, on the other hand, is likely to

cause a negative bias in the coe¢ cient of capital. To resolve the endogeneity problem, it

has become standard to estimate �rm-level production functions using dynamic panel-GMM

methods. These set of methods exploit the panel dimension of the data by instrumenting

endogenous variables by their lagged levels, �rst-di¤erences, or both, depending on the esti-

mated speci�cation. In particular, a system-GMM method (Blundell and Bond, 2000) that

jointly estimates a stacked system of equations in levels and �rst-di¤erences have proven to

be e¤ective. This method relies on orthogonality conditions that imply the use of lagged

di¤erences as instruments in the equations in levels, and lagged levels as instruments for the

equations in �rst-di¤erences. On the other hand, while theoretical arguments for the validity

of lagged values and di¤erences as instruments are reasonable under mild assumptions, it be-

comes a non-trivial practical problem to identify instruments that are not rejected by tests of

overidentifying restrictions. The system-GMM approach provides a remedy for the problem

of "weak" instruments in di¤erenced equations, but the validity of these instruments seem to

be the more pressing concern in most practical applications. In the current exercise, �nding

instruments that are irrefutably valid proves to be impossible according to the Sargan test

of overidentifying restrictions5.

Due to problems associated with system-GMM, I rely on an estimation procedure devel-

oped by Olley and Pakes (1996) in order to obtain consistent estimates of production function

coe¢ cients. This method relies on the assumptions that productivity evolves as a �rst order

5While no instrument set is deemed valid by the Sargan test, it is possible to �nd instruments that are

not rejected by the Hansen J-statistic, which is a common situation in the estimation of �rm-level production

functions. In such cases, it is possible to note that Sargan test is over-rejecting and rely on the Hansen statistic

alone. However, this should not be considered as acceptable empirical practice since the power of the test is

low when the number of instruments is large, and it becomes possible to obtain high p-values by increasing

the number of instruments.
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Markov process, �rms decide whether to stay in the market or exit in the current period

based on realizations of productivity and other relevant state variables (usually assumed to

be the capital stock, but a richer set of state variables can be used as well) at the beginning

of the period, and if the �rms decides to keep it operations, it determines current investments

based on observed productivity and state variables. The procedure estimates equation (3)

in three steps. Assuming that the �rm�s investment function is an increasing function of

productivity, current productivity level can be inverted out and expressed as a function of

investment and state variables. In the �rst step, this function is approximated by a poly-

nomial function and replaces the part of uit in equation (3) that is observed by the �rm.

OLS estimation of this transformed equation identi�es the labor coe¢ cient, �l. The second

step estimates exit probabilities for each �rm by using a regression model for observed exit

decisions. Fitted probabilities from this speci�cation are then used to control for selection

bias in a third stage regression that identi�es the capital coe¢ cient, �k: The procedure re-

quires that current investments, as well as exit decisions are observed by the econometrician.

In the current case, I use capital as the sole relevant state variable and de�ne �rm exit as

the occurrence of bankruptcy or liquidation. Parameter estimates are robust to conditioning

productivity (stage 1) on additional state variables, such as �rm age6.

It is common to include potential components of TFP (here, various patent, R&D and

citation stocks) directly in the production function. I prefer not to include R&D and patent-

related variables directly in equation (3) in order not to introduce additional endogenous

variables in the production function. It is clear that these additional variables would also be

endogenous in equation (3). Obtaining consistent estimates for the coe¢ cients of capital and

labor is already di¢ cult, and additional endogenous covariates would clearly exacerbate this

problem. For this reason, I prefer a two-stage procedure; I �rst obtain consistent estimates

of production function coe¢ cients and calculate estimates of TFP and TFP growth for each

�rm-year observation using these estimates. I then turn to analyzing the determinants of

productivity and the �rm�s 5-year productivity growth among innovation indicators previ-

ously introduced. I prefer studying the 5-year productivity growth since annual growth rates

in productivity exhibits little within-�rm variation to be properly examined.

6Olley and Pakes method is implemented using the Stata command opreg provided by Yasar et al (2008).
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Productivity is calculated as

TFPit = exp (yit � b�k � ait � b�l � lit) (4)

where b�k and b�l are estimates from the Olley and Pakes procedure. The estimate for the

constant term is excluded from (4) since it cannot be consistently estimated, and it is just

a multiplier common for all observations. The logarithm of expression (4) and its 5-year

compounded growth rate (log TFPit � log TFPit�5) are used as dependent variables in second

stage regressions, which are estimated using �xed-e¤ects OLS (for TFP) and OLS (for TFP

growth).

5.3 Lags

It is possible to argue that since basic innovations are likely to produce returns in longer time

lags, equations (2) and (3) should be estimated with a lag structure in basic and applied

innovation instead of their current values. However, note that basic and applied innovation

indicators are the stocks of basic and applied patents, hence their contemporaneous values

already incorporate the depreciated stock of all relevant past innovations. Hence, the more

pressing problem is the potentially di¤erent depreciation rates for the two types of patents,

rather than the lag structure to be used in regressions. On the other hand, the choice of

appropriate (and distinct) depreciation rates along the spectrum of generality is not an easy

issue to resolve (see footnote 3), and arbitrarily choosing di¤erent depreciation rates could

introduce additional concerns for the interpretation of the paper�s results. Therefore, this

issue is left as an open question for future research. Also, the paper deals with research out-

comes rather than research expenditures, and the relevant lag is between �ndings and returns,

rather than initial investments and returns, which are expected to be shorter. Nevertheless,

I experimented with di¤erent lag structures for basic and applied innovation for both equa-

tions, which did not produce very di¤erent results than when their contemporaneous values

are used in regressions.
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6 Data and Variables

6.1 Data Sources

The data on patents and citations are taken from the latest edition of the NBER patents

and citations data �le (Hall, Ja¤e, and Trajtenberg, 2001) that contains information on all

patents granted in the U.S. between 1976 and 2006, and all citations made to these patents till

2006. The generality index for each patent is computed using all citations made to the patent

till 2006. Data on market value, physical capital, employment, current investments and �rm

status are taken from the Compustat database. The NBER assignee codes are matched to

Compustat GVKEY and CUSIP identi�ers using the latest edition of the NBER PDP Project

match �le (Bessen, 2009). I focus on a 20 year window between 1976 and 1995 (inclusive).

I choose 1995 as the �nal year in order to minimize the bias in citations and the generality

measure due to the truncation in the citation distribution. After deleting observations outside

the desired time frame, deleting �rms with a single year of observations between 1975 and

1990, cleaning key variables and deleting large outliers (jln (xit=xit�1)j � 1:5), I am left with

an unbalanced panel of 10469 observations for the estimation of the market value equation,

and 8472 observations for the estimation of the production function and the productivity

equation. The two samples di¤er due to missing variables and cleaning procedures for di¤erent

variables used. All values in current U.S. dollars are de�ated using the GNP de�ator with

base year 1992. Sample statistics for all key variables are provided in Table 1.

6.2 Multicollinearity

A potential problem with estimating current baseline speci�cations is multicollinearity among

key variables. In the current context, this is a particularly important issue because stock vari-

ables derived from di¤erent parts of the generality distribution may be highly related with

one another. It can be argued that some collinearity can be tolerated while seeking distinct

e¤ects of variables that are closely related (such as di¤erent portions of a �rm�s patent stock,

as in the current study), but the issue clearly deserves further scrutiny. Table 2 reports simple

correlations between key variables, as well as variance in�ation factors (VIF) for a number

of speci�cations. Note that variables used in market value and productivity equations are
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di¤erent (stock values divided by assets in the market value speci�cation, and logarithms of

stock variables in the productivity speci�cation), hence need to be analyzed separately. In

Table 2, correlations and VIF calculations for the two speci�cations are reported separately in

Panel A (market value) and Panel B (productivity). In Panel A, it is observed that the corre-

lation between the interquartile-range patent stock (divided by assets) and remaining patent

stock variables are quite high (between .79 and .88). The column VIF/UR contains variance

in�ation factors for each variable in the unrestricted speci�cation in which the interquartile-

range patent stock is included as a regressor. It is easy to see that the VIF corresponding

to this variable (6.93) is above commonly used thresholds to detect problematic regressors.

VIF/R reports variance in�ation factors for each variable in the restricted case that excludes

this variable. When the patent stock in the interquartile-range of the generality distribution

is excluded, VIF levels for all variables fall to acceptable ranges. Hence, the market value

equation is estimated after excluding this variable. It is crucial no note, however, that in-

cluding this variable in the market value speci�cation remains key conclusions unchanged,

but somewhat alters the magnitudes of estimated coe¢ cients.

Panel B in Table 2 performs a similar exercise for variables in the productivity equa-

tion. Here, one can spot two problematic variables, the interquartile-range patent stock, and

the low-cite patent stock. Again, the unrestricted speci�cation produces high VIF values

(VIF/UR). The column VIF/R1 contains VIF values for all independent variables from a

speci�cation that excludes the interquartile-range patent stock. The column VIF/R2 con-

tains VIF values in the speci�cation that additionally excludes the low-cite patent stock.

In�ation factors from this speci�cation are at acceptable levels, hence I report main results

using this speci�cation. Again, it is important to note that including these two variables

leaves all key results unaltered, but exclusion is the better empirical practice based on these

analyses. All calculations in Table 2 are also undertaken for the classi�cation with respect to

the thirds of the generality distribution, which are similar and thus not reported.

Finally, note that citation stock is not included productivity regressions due to its high

correlation with patent stock(s). This is not the case in market value regressions where

citation stock is used after being divided by patent stock.
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7 Results

7.1 Market Value

Estimates of the market value speci�cation in equation (2) are reported in Table 3. Panel

A reports coe¢ cient estimates for the case in which basic and applied innovation stocks

are computed using the upper and lower quartiles of generality. I begin by reporting OLS

estimates (columns 1 and 2), and then move on to a �xed e¤ects speci�cation (column 3).

For comparison, the speci�cation in column 1 includes the overall patent stock instead of

basic and applied innovation stocks separately, while remaining columns introduce the latter

variables. All speci�cations include year and industry dummies7 except column 3, where

industry dummies are di¤erenced out in the �xed-e¤ects speci�cation.

Coe¢ cients in column 1 indicate that market value is positively associated with the �rm�s

R&D stock, total patent stock and citation stock. All of these innovation indicators have

positive associations with market value above and beyond each other. Column 2 replaces

the aggregate patent stock with basic and applied patent stocks, as well as the �rm�s low-

cite patent stock. It is observed that both basic and applied patent stocks have positive

e¤ects on market value that are statistically signi�cant at all reasonable levels of signi�cance.

Interestingly, however, the coe¢ cient of applied patent stock (.249) is much larger than that

of the basic patent stock (.154). Low-cite patent stock of the �rm has a negative and large

coe¢ cient (-.320) that is statistically signi�cant, while R&D and citation stock coe¢ cients

have comparable magnitudes to their counterparts in column 1. An interesting �nding is

that the magnitudes of basic, applied and low-cite patent stocks, while in di¤erent directions,

are of much greater magnitude than the coe¢ cient of the aggregate patent stock from the

previous column. This indicates that patent heterogeneity greatly matters, and di¤erent

portions of a �rm�s patent stock may have drastically di¤erent roles in creating value. These

distinct e¤ects are lost when one does not pay attention to patent heterogeneity (column 1).

Hence, it is possible that most studies that look at the relationship between market value and

innovation indicators are misspeci�ed, as they tend to report estimates akin to the aggregate

e¤ect in column 1. In retrospect, note that it is usual to �nd small and/or insigni�cant

7 Industry classi�cation used is due to Hall and Vopel (1997) and it roughly follows the 2-digit SIC classi-

�cation with some rearrangements.
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coe¢ cients for a �rm�s patent stock in market value and productivity regressions, especially

when R&D stocks are controlled for (see, for instance, Griliches, 1990).

In column 3, I estimate the market value equation (eq. 2) using �xed-e¤ects OLS. Most

importantly, after controlling for the e¤ects of permanent �rm e¤ects, the coe¢ cient of the

�rm�s applied patent stock remains high and statistically signi�cant, while the sign of the

�rm�s basic patent stock becomes negative, and the coe¢ cient itself is no longer signi�cant.

After di¤erencing out permanent di¤erences across �rms, the only portion of a �rm�s patent

stock is the applied part, and basic patent stock is not useful in creating market value.

This could indicate that investors are knowledgeable about the innovative activity of R&D-

performing �rms, and they reward innovations with immediate applied content (that will bear

short-term fruits both for the �rm and investors) rather than more fundamental innovations

that may take more time to pay returns. According to the di¤erence between the coe¢ cients

of applied and basic innovation stocks (reported as �(Applied-Basic)), moving a single patent

from the upper tail of the generality distribution to the lower tail results in a :24� q million

dollars increase in market value (note that q takes values between .08 and 14.77, with mean

1.76). The �rm with mean basic patent stock, then, would gain an additional 6:7� q million

dollars in market value if all its basic patents were applied in nature, while this number is

27:5 � q million dollars for a �rm with a basic patent stock that is one standard deviation

above the sample average. As expected, accounting for permanent �rm e¤ects reduces the

coe¢ cient of knowledge assets especially that of the R&D stock, which is a usual result in

the literature.

Column 4 reports between-�rm estimates of the market value speci�cation. While these

coe¢ cients are inconsistent estimates of the true coe¢ cients in (2), it is useful to see what

we can learn by examining the variation between �rms in addition to the variation within

�rms. Between-�rm estimates suggest that di¤erences in basic patent stocks across �rms do

not explain market value di¤erences across �rms. However, the relationship between applied

innovation stock and market value remains positive, and is much stronger in the between

dimension. R&D stock has a coe¢ cient comparable to its counterpart from OLS regressions

(columns 1 and 2), which is expected since most of the variation in R&D is observed to be

across �rms, while the variable exhibits little within-�rm variation.
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Panel B in Table 3 re-estimates the market value equation with basic and applied stock

variables that are classi�ed using the upper and middle third of the relevant generality distri-

bution. Each column in Panel B replicates the results in the column directly above it using

this new set of variables. Due to the new partition, the magnitudes of coe¢ cients change,

but the basic result remains unaltered. Applied innovation stock is positively and strongly

associated with market value, with coe¢ cients somewhat smaller than their counterparts in

Panel A. This is expected, as the applied range is larger in Panel B, including more patents

towards the intermediate range of generality. An important di¤erence between Panels A and

B is that the �xed-e¤ects regressions now produce a negative and signi�cant coe¢ cient for the

�rm�s basic patent stock (column 6), compared to the negative and insigni�cant coe¢ cient

in Panel A (column 3).

Recall that patents that are at the intermediate range of the generality distribution are

excluded from all regressions in Table 2 due to a concern of potential multicollinearity. It is

important to note that including a stock variable for these intermediate range patents does

not alter any of the basic conclusions from Table 3.

7.2 Productivity

I now turn to studying the association between innovation indicators of interest and �rm-

level productivity. To repeat, the e¤ects of basic and applied innovation on productivity

are estimated in two steps. First, I obtain consistent estimates of a standard �rm-level

Cobb-Douglas production function using the Olley and Pakes (1996) methodology, and get

estimates of TFP for each �rm-year, and the 5-year TFP growth rate for a selected set of

5-year intervals. I then study the determinants of TFP and its growth rate using standard

panel data methods (TFP) and OLS (TFP growth).

Various estimates of the production function (3) are reported in Table 4. Column 1

reports OLS estimates of the production function coe¢ cients, while column 2 uses �xed-

e¤ects. Column 3 uses the system-GMM methodology, while column 4 incorporates the Olley

and Pakes (1996) method. While the system-GMMmethod (column 3) has become a standard

tool in the estimation of �rm-level production functions, identifying a valid instrument set

does not prove to be possible in the current exercise, as indicated by the Sargan test of
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overidentifying restrictions (�2(186) = 452:2 with p = 0:00 for the set of instrument reported in

column 3). While Hansen�s J-test does not reject these instruments, it is di¢ cult to interpret

this as evidence for instrument validity. Hansen�s J statistic is robust to heteroscedasticity (as

opposed to the Sargan statistic), but it is known to under-reject the null of instrument validity

especially when the number of instruments is large. Sensible empirical practice dictates that

the use of lags as instruments should be taken with extreme caution, hence the evidence for

valid use of system-GMM should be considered insu¢ cient for the data and speci�cation at

hand. For this reason I also estimate the production function using the Olley and Pakes

method (column 4). The estimated coe¢ cients of capital and labor in Table 4 are in line

with expectations. Endogeneity and selection biases that remain unchecked are expected to

create a downward bias in the coe¢ cient of capital, and an upward bias in the coe¢ cient of

labor. Compared the column 4, columns 1, 2 and 3 exhibit lower coe¢ cients for capital and

higher coe¢ cients for labor. Assuming that estimates reported in column 4 are consistent,

the di¤erence between an estimate and the coe¢ cient estimate in this column is a measure of

bias in estimated e¤ects. In this case, one can say that the bias in both coe¢ cients increase

as one moves (i) from OLS to �xed-e¤ects, and (ii) from �xed-e¤ects to system-GMM. The

former result (i) suggests that productivity shocks are not time-invariant and cannot be

accounted for by employing di¤erencing. The latter (ii) is expected if lagged instruments

are weak. The coe¢ cient of capital is particularly low in column 3, which may indicate that

capital adjustments and capital levels prove to be weak instruments for one another. This is

a usual situation for persistent variables, and the system-GMM methodology does not seem

to resolve the problem.

Table 5 turns to the analysis of the determinants of �rm-level productivity. Productivity

is calculated using coe¢ cient estimates reported in column 4 of Table 4. The distinction

between results in Panel A and Panel B is similar to that in Table 3, and each column in

Panel B is comparable the one directly above it. Before estimation, observations with annual

log TFP growth outside [-1,1] are deleted, as these may represent outliers. The sample used

in Table 5 is also smaller due to missing variables for R&D and patent stock variables.

When one is dealing with the level of total factor productivity (columns 1,2 and 6), a �xed

e¤ects speci�cation (that removes the permanent component of TFP) is preferred, since the
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productivity level can easily be linked to unobserved and permanent di¤erences among �rms

which need to be accounted for (recall that these are not di¤erenced out while calculating

TFP). The �xed-e¤ects estimation links the deviation of productivity from its average to the

deviation of knowledge assets from their own averages. This is also preferred to studying

a �rst-di¤erenced speci�cation (i.e., examining the annual compunded growth rate of TFP)

since it is di¢ cult to link annual changes in productivity to its speci�c components, as one

year is too short a time period to observe meaningful productivity e¤ects. For the analysis of

TFP growth, on the other hand, the �xed e¤ects speci�cation is too demanding even at �ve

year intervals, as there is little within-�rm variation in productivity growth. The exercise

proves to be di¢ cult even at these time intervals as indicated by the low R-squared values in

productivity growth regressions (columns 3-5, 7 and 8).

I begin by estimating a speci�cation that takes the logarithm of TFP as the dependent

variable, and innovation indicators as independent variables. These estimates are reported

in columns 1 and 2 of Table 5. Column 1 includes the �rm�s total R&D and patent stocks,

as well as year dummies as independent variables, while column 2 replaces the total patent

stock with its basic and applied components. Not surprisingly, both the R&D and aggregate

patent stock of the �rm are positively associated with productivity. More interesting are

the results from column 2, where the patent stock is replaced with its basic and applied

components. According to these estimates, the �rm�s basic patent stock has a positive e¤ect

on productivity that is statistically signi�cant. On the other hand, applied patent stock has

a negative coe¢ cient, which is statistically insigni�cant. These results are in sharp contrast

to those found in market value regressions (Table 3). It appears that di¤erent portions of a

�rm�s patent stock have di¤erent e¤ects on market value and productivity. The market values

the applied portion, while only the basic patent stock is operational in raising productivity.

The di¤erence in coe¢ cient estimates of basic and applied patent stocks (�(Basic - Applied))

in column 2 indicates that the �rm would gain approximately 2:3% increase in productivity

if its patents at the lower tail of the generality scale were instead at the upper tail. The same

�gure implied by estimates in Panel A (column 6) is a bit higher, at 2:8%:

Columns 3 through 5 use the 5-year compounded TFP growth as dependent variable. The

sample used consists of the four non-overlapping �ve-year intervals between 1976 and 1995.
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All independent variables are lagged for �ve years, i.e., they are measured at the beginning

of the relevant �ve-year window. In column 3, it is observed that R&D stock is positively

related to TFP growth. However, patent stock has no additional e¤ect above and beyond

that of R&D. In column 4, I replace the aggregate patent stock with basic and applied

patent stocks, and �nd that basic and applied patent stocks have di¤erent relationships

with productivity. Basic patent stock at the beginning of a period has a negative e¤ect

on productivity growth during the ensuing �ve years (coe¢ cient is .197 and statistically

signi�cant). On the other hand, applied patent stock at the beginning of the period a¤ects

productivity negatively. These set of results support and complement those found in TFP

regressions reported in column 2. When I include patent-related measures alone (column 5),

the negative e¤ect of the applied patent stock disappears, and the estimated coe¢ cient of the

basic patent stock increases. Finally, I replicate the analyses in Panel A with the classi�cation

that uses the thirds of the relevant generality distribution. All columns in Panel B replicate

the speci�cation directly above it using these new set of innovation indicators. Coe¢ cient

estimates are larger in magnitude to their counterparts in Panel A, but main results remain

unchanged: I observe positive e¤ects of a �rm�s basic innovation stock on its productivity

and productivity growth, while its applied innovation stock has either a negative e¤ect, or

no e¤ect at all. Estimates reported in Table 5 indicate that the characteristics of a �rm�s

patent stock at the beginning of a 5-year period is responsible for about 3:9% (column 4) to

5:2% (column 8) of its productivity growth during the ensuing �ve years.

8 Conclusion

In this paper I looked at the impacts of basic and applied innovation stocks on market value,

productivity, and productivity growth. Basic and applied innovation stocks are proxied by

the depreciated stocks of patents that lie at the upper and lower tails of the distribution of

generality (Trajtenberg et al, 1997). This decomposition is shown to be empirically valuable

and informative, as indicated by the di¤erent impacts of its components on market value and

productivity at the �rm level. Market value is positively associated with patents at the lower

tail of the generality distribution (applied patents), while patents at the higher tail are shown

to have a positive association with productivity.
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This was a �rst attempt to decompose corporate patent stocks in terms patents�closeness

to university research and study the valuation of each individual component. I have demon-

strated that basicness indeed introduces a relevant dimension of heterogeneity in patents. I

also emphasize the need to study the relationship and interaction between basic innovation

and basic research. In this sense, the patent generality measure of Trajtenberg et al (1997)

o¤ers many interesting ways to look into the relationship between science and technology,

as it o¤ers unique opportunities to look into the nexus where science and technology inter-

sect. There is considerable evidence that the composition of scienti�c work in many �elds is

shifting towards �elds with short-term technological applications (with immediate patentable

outcomes), at the expense of basic science. This claim is mostly based on the observation

that after obtaining a patent, academic scientists also tend to switch their research towards

more applied �elds. Hence, increased university patenting may also be shifting the nature

of university research to more applied �elds. On the other hand, there is no evidence on

what this trend is doing to corporate research. If corporate research is shifting towards basic

science in �elds with considerable academic patenting, this would indicate that both science

and industry are increasingly focusing on areas where science and technology overlap. If

corporate research in these �elds exhibits no such trend (or a reverse trend to more applied

science), this may represent a fundamental shift in the nature of scienti�c work, in that sci-

enti�c resources are being devoted more and more away from fundamental understanding

towards seeking immediate industrial applications, which could inhibit the progress of basic

science in these disciplines in the long run. These questions are part of the author�s ongoing

research agenda.
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Table 1 
Sample Statistics   

  Mean  Median 
Standard
Deviation  Minimum  Maximum 

Market Value*  2031.92  330.18  5889.40  0.10  120756.5 

Tobin’s Q*  1.76  1.20  1.78  0.08  14.77 

Sales  2532.12  671.15  5691.08  0.04  84231 

Employment  17.33  5.36  33.26  0.02  480 

Capital  1882.07  380.42  4647.53  0.72  51652.4 

R&D Stock  428.90  65.81  1474.95  0.00  30245.1 

Patent Stock  141.40  27.90  369.49  1.65  8353.1 

Citation Stock  2084.18  375.25  7305.35  9.36  233246.6 

R&D Stock/Assets*  0.38  0.19  0.68  0.00  14.46 

Patent Stock/Assets*  0.24  0.09  0.91  0.00  20.58 

Citation Stock/Patent Stock*  14.71  11.44  12.51  0.00  154.97 

Low‐Cite Patent Stock/Assets*  0.03  0.01  0.16  0.00  4.41 

Basic Patent Stock  Upper quartile  27.92  5.46  86.65  0.05  2477.84 

Interquartile P. Stock  47.54  9.54  133.72  0.09  3340.99 

Applied Patent Stock  Lower quartile  37.49  7.62  99.78  0.12  2007.16 

Basic Patent Stock  Upper third  34.95  6.88  107.47  0.10  3057.38 

Middle Third P. Stock  31.78  6.51  92.77  0.00  2446.80 

Applied Patent Stock  Lower third  46.21  9.23  120.89  0.20  2321.81 

Low‐Cite Patent Stock  26.04  3.91  73.52  0.00  1371.41 

NOTES: Sample size: 10755 (max) for starred variables (market value sample) and 8472 (max) for remaining 
variables  (production  function  sample).  The  two  samples  differ  due  to  missing  variables  and  cleaning 
procedures  for different  variables used. All monetary  values  are  in millions of  1992 U.S. dollars.  Sample 
statistics  for  basic,  applied  and  intermediate  patent  stock  variables  per  physical  asset  are  avoided  to 
preserve space. Sample period: 1976‐1995. 

 

 



Table 2  Correlation Matrices and Variance Inflation Factors
Patents are classified according to quirtiles of the generality distribution 
 

Panel A: Variables in Tobin’s Q Regressions 

Variable Name  Abbr.  BPA  APA   IPA  LCPA  RA  CP    VIF/UR  VIF/R 

Basic Patent Stock/Assets  BPA  1              2,99  2,55 

Applied Patent Stock/Assets   IPA  .618  1            3,18  2,53 

Interquartile P. Stock/Assets  APA  .790  .817  1          6,93  ‐ 

Low‐Cite Patent Stock/Assets  LCPA  .745  .763  .877  1        5,03  3,61 

R&D Stock/Assets  RA  .398  .300  .339  .255  1      1,62  1,30 

Citation Stock/Patent Stock  CP  .121  .100  .094  ‐.032  .299  1    1,17  1,15 

       

Panel B: Variables in Productivity Regressions 

Variable Name  Abbr.  BPS  APS   IPS  LCPS  R    VIF/UR  VIF/R1  VIF/R2 

log (Basic Patent Stock)  BPS  1            5,59  3,79  3,79 

log (Applied Patent Stock)  APS  .810  1          6,67  4,90  3,22 

log (Interquartile P. Stock)  IRS  .894  .903  1        11,24  ‐  ‐ 

log (Low‐Cite Patent Stock)  LCPS  .808  .863  .873  1      4,81  4,52  ‐ 

log (R&D Stock)  R  .733  . 716  .747  .697  1    2,50  2,89  2,79 

Notes:  Correlations  and  VIFs  for  the  classification  with  respect  to  lower  and  upper  third  of  the  generality 
distribution are  similar and are not  reported. VIF  is calculated as 1/(1‐ ), where    is  the    from an OLS 
regression where  the  row  variable  is  regressed  on  a  constant  and  all  remaining  independent  variables. VIF/UR 
(Unrestricted)  is  the  variance  inflation  factor  when  patent  stock  in  the  interquartile  range  of  the  basicness 
distribution (IPA)  is  included and VIF/R (Restricted)  is the VIF from the specification that excludes this variable.  In 
Panel B, VIF/R1 excludes the  interquartile range patent stock (IPS), and VIF/R2 excludes the  low‐cite patent stock 
(LCPS)  as well. Based  on  correlations  and  variance  inflation  factors,  including  IPA  in  the market  value  equation 
significantly  increases  the  collinearity  among  independent  variables.  A  similar  situation  is  observed  in  the 
productivity  equation  (Panel  B)  for  IPS  and  LCPS.  These  variables  are  excluded  from  their  respective  baseline 
specifications to avoid potential multicollinearity. 

 



  Table 3 
 

Market Value Regressions 
Dependent Variable: Natural logarithm of Tobin’s Q 
 

Panel A: Patents are classified according to the upper and lower quartiles of the generality distribution

 

  (1)  (2)  (3)  (4) 

OLS  OLS 
Fixed Effects 
OLS (Within) 

Fixed Effects 
OLS (Between) 

           

Patent Stock/Assets    0.0128**  
  (2.03)   

Basic Patent Stock/Assets
Upper quartile 

    0.154*** ‐0.072 0.105 
    (3.99) (‐1.46) (1.05) 

Applied Patent Stock/Assets 
Lower quartile 

    0.249*** 0.167*** 0.562*** 
    (5.42) (3.31) (4.43) 

Low‐Cite Patent Stock/Assets      ‐0.320*** ‐0.022 ‐0.334* 

    (‐4.90) (‐0.25) (‐1.79) 

R&D Stock/Assets    0.118*** 0.102*** 0.038*** 0.116*** 
  (12.01) (10.07) (2.76) (4.86) 

Citation Stock/Patent Stock    0.012*** 0.012*** 0.002*** 0.001*** 
  (23.65) (22.51) (3.23) (7.17) 

∆ (Applied ‐ Basic)      0.104  0.239  0.457 

R‐squared    0.406  0.409  0.192  0.655 

N    10469  10469  10469  10469 

           

Panel B:  Patents are classified  according to the upper and lower thirds of the generality distribution 

 

    (5)  (6)  (7) 

  OLS 
Fixed Effects 
OLS (Within) 

Fixed Effects 
OLS (Between) 

       

Basic Patent Stock/Assets 
Upper third 

    0.058* ‐0.116*** ‐0.088 
    (1.73) (‐2.83) (‐0.97) 

Applied Patent Stock/Assets 
Lower third 

    0.175*** 0.121** 0.478*** 
    (4.24) (2.55) (4.31) 

Low‐Cite Patent Stock/Assets      ‐0.237*** 0.067 ‐0.168 
    (‐3.28) (0.71) (‐0.81) 

R&D Stock/Assets      0.110*** 0.043*** 0.219*** 
    (10.92) (3.19) (9.70) 

Citation Stock/Patent Stock      0.012*** 0.003*** 0.013*** 
    (22.62) (3.40) (9.48) 

∆ (Applied ‐ Basic)      0.117  0.237  0.566 

R‐squared      0.408  0.191  0.585 

N      10469  10469  10469 

Notes: Constant  terms  are not  reported.  ∆ (Applied  ‐ Basic)  reports  the difference  in  the  coefficients of 
applied  and  basic patent  stock  terms. OLS  and  between‐firm  FE  specifications  include  year  and  industry 
dummies (three‐digit SIC), and within specifications include year dummies. All logarithms are natural logs.  t‐
statistics are reported in parentheses. Significance indicators: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05,  * p < 0.10. 



  Table 4 
 

  Production Function Estimates
Dependent Variable: Natural logarithm of Sales 
 

 

  (1)  (2)  (3)  (4) 

OLS 
Fixed Effects 
OLS (Within) 

Blundell & Bond 
System GMM 

Olley & Pakes 
       

log (Employment)    0.549***  0.558*** 0.567*** 0.524*** 
  (51.75)  (20.62) (15.85) (20.92) 

log (Capital)    0.437***  0.367*** 0.234*** 0.451*** 
  (48.17)  (16.44) (7.68) (16.99) 

R‐squared    0.967  0.827     

N    8472  8472  7696  8472 

Sargan 
 

   
452.5 (186) 
[p = 0.00] 

 

Hansen J 
 

   
211.1 (186) 
[p = 0.10] 

 

Arellano & Bond m1        ‐9.403 [p=0.000]   

Arellano & Bond m2        .0047  [p=0.996]   

Notes: Columns 1, 3 and 4  include year and  industry dummies (three‐digit SIC), and column 2  includes
year dummies. All  logarithms are natural  logs.  t‐statistics are  reported  in parentheses. Constant  terms 
are not reported. 
 

Column 3: Lags 3 through 5 are used as  instruments  for both the  level and  first‐differenced equations. 
Standard errors are  from a two‐step GMM procedure. The degrees of  freedom  for Sargan and Hansen 
tests are given  in parentheses and p‐values are  reported  in brackets. Arellano & Bond m1 and m2 are 
tests  for  the  lack  (null hypothesis) of  first‐order and second‐order serial correlation  in  first‐differenced 
residuals, respectively. The coefficients and standard errors for lagged sales, employment and capital are 
not reported in the table. These are 0.647 (28.55) for lagged sales, ‐0.348 (‐9.32) for lagged employment 
and ‐0.099 (‐3.45) for lagged capital. 
 

Column 4: The proxy for unobserved productivity shock is the natural logarithm of current investments. 
Firm exit is defined as bankruptcy or liquidation. 
 

Significance indicators: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10. 



 

Table 5 
 

Total Factor Productivity Regressions
 

Panel A:  
Patents are classified according to the upper and lower quartiles of the generality distribution 

 
  Natural logarithm of TFP 

(From Table 4, Column 4) 
 

5‐year compounded TFP growth 
(Independent variables are lagged 5 years) 

 

  (1)  (2)  (3)  (4)  (5) 

Fixed Effects
OLS 

Fixed Effects
OLS 

OLS  OLS  OLS 
   

log (Patent Stock)    0.0191***  ‐0.0080  
  (3.49)  (‐1.03)  

log (Basic Patent Stock) 
Upper quartile 

    0.0181*** 0.0197**  0.0243***

    (4.12)   (2.29)  (3.11)

log (Applied Patent Stock) 
Lower quartile 

    ‐0.0051 ‐0.0191**  ‐0.0153
    (‐1.08) (‐2.26)  (‐1.92)

log (R&D Stock)    0.0350***  0.0367*** 0.0138** 0.0080   
  (6.70)  (7.17) (2.25) (1.29)   

∆ (Basic  ‐ Applied)      0.0232      0.0388  0.0396 

R‐squared    0.312  0.313    0.007  0.0122  0.0106 

N    7258  7258    972  972  1027 

           

Panel B:  
Patents are classified  according to the upper and lower thirds of the  generality distribution 

 

 

    (6)    (7)  (8) 

 
Fixed Effects
OLS 

  OLS  OLS 
   

log (Basic Patent Stock) 
Upper third 

    0.0208*** 0.0251***  0.0307***

    (4.24) (2.66)  (3.60)

log (Applied Patent Stock) 
Lower third 

    ‐0.0075 ‐0.0239***  ‐0.0214**

    (‐1.49) (‐2.68)  (‐2.50)

log (R&D Stock)      0.0366*** 0.0075   
    (7.11) (1.21)   

∆ (Basic  ‐ Applied)      0.0283      0.0490  .0521 

R‐squared      0.313    0.0143  0.0136 

N      7258    972  1027 

Notes:  Constant terms are not reported. Total factor productivity is calculated using production function coefficients 
estimated  in  Table  4,  column  4  (Olley  &  Pakes methodology).  ∆  (Basic  ‐  Applied)  reports  the  difference  in  the 
coefficients of basic and applied patent  stock  terms. All Fixed Effects OLS  specifications  (1, 2 and 6)  include  year 
dummies. 5‐year TFP growth regressions (3, 4, 5, 7 and 8) use 5‐year lagged values of all independent variables, and 
the sample consists of the years 1995, 1990, 1985 and 1980. All logarithms are natural logs. t‐statistics are reported 
in paranthesis. Significance indicators: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05,  * p < 0.10. 


